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Pelicans' resurgence sort of good

You may have missed the big announcement last week by Interior Secretary Dirk Kempthorne, who traveled to Louisiana
to formalize the removal of the brown pelican from the endangered species list. 

The announcement wasn't exactly front-page news in Louisiana, where most folks were getting ready to vote for Barack
Obama. And it certainly wasn't news in Florida, Alabama, South Carolina or Georgia, where brown pelicans were
removed from the endangered list in 1985. 

Back in the 1970s, pelicans were having a lot of trouble with DDT, which causes your eggs to break if you're a huge bird
with an appetite to match. But we got rid of the DDT in 1972, so Secretary Kempthorne swooped down to Louisiana to
take credit for the big comeback. 

That would be the same secretary who was recognized in December by the Center for Biological Diversity for never
having added a single species to the endangered species list, despite 280 plants and animals on the "candidate" list of
imperiled but unprotected species. 

Kempthorne also received recognition from Biological Diversity last April, when the organization awarded him its
inaugural Rubber Dodo Award, for not having added a single species to the list for 11/4 years - then a record that
surpassed even that of James Watt under President Reagan. 

But I digress from the business of pelicans, which are one of my favorite birds. Sometimes. 

Those would not be the times when, as I went to get my vehicle at the boat ramp, the pelicans clambered aboard my boat
and cleaned out the livewells. I used to leave the livewells open, to save myself the trouble of cleaning out the bait myself.
But pelicans are such gluttons that it is barely possible for them to ingest food without simultaneously evacuating - a big
problem if that stuff has a chance to harden. 

Nor am I particularly fond of pelicans pecking me in the butt as I filet my catch at the fish-cleaning table. It doesn't hurt;
pelicans are relatively weak peckers, given the equipment with which they have to work. But that's annoying and, for a
bird that might otherwise be considered majestic, it's unseemly. 

The worst of all pelican habits is when they try to steal the bait on your hook. I hate to think how many I've had to remove
from my line, or the ones I've seen twisting in the wind from mangroves and powerlines, because they fell into such bad
habits. 

But I love it when a hard-working pelican's white splash of foam, way across a seagrass flat, shows me where to cast my
bait net. I love hearing the creaky wings of a flock overhead as they wend their way to work, and, like everyone else, I just
love a pelican's naturally goofy look. 

And now I love the fact that I can rest easy about the pelican's resurgence in Louisiana, where it happens to be the state
bird. You go, Dirk. 


